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The Mountain and the Fathers explores the life of boys and men in the unforgiving, harsh world
north of the Bull Mountains of eastern Montana in a drought afflicted area called the Big Dry, a
land that chews up old and young alike. Joe Wilkins was born into this world, raised by a young
mother and elderly grandfather following the untimely death of his father. That early loss
stretches out across the Big Dry, and Wilkins uses his own story and those of the young boys
and men growing up around him to examine the violence, confusion, and rural poverty found in
this distinctly American landscape. Ultimately, these lives put forth a new examination of myth
and manhood in the American West and cast a journalistic eye on how young men seek to
transcend their surroundings in the search for a better life. Rather than dwell on grief or ruin,
Wilkins' memoir posits that it is our stories that sustain us, and The Mountain and the Fathers,
much like the work of Norman Maclean or Jim Harrison, heralds the arrival of an instant literary
classic.
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PageFor my children—Walter James Wilkinsand Edith Marilyn Wilkins—what names you
carry.PROLOGUENIGHTWHAT I REMEMBER without qualification is the dark.What I
remember is being pulled from the dark of sleep by my grandfather—I can just see the wide,
shadowing brim of his gray felt hat—and placed gently in the sheepskin-lined backseat of my
grandparents’ Oldsmobile. What I remember is my little brother, his small, warm body next to
me, and beside him my straight-backed, unsmiling older sister. She is thirteen and understands
what this is all about and so has buried her face in her hands. What I remember is being pulled
from the dark of sleep and into the dark of deep winter midnight in eastern Montana.What I
remember are the Oldsmobile’s headlights carving out the dark, hollowing the space before us:
two-lane highway, arms of winter cottonwood, quick flash of a sand-rock ridge and the Bull
Mountains beyond. Does my grandfather tap the brake as we slip around the ess curves above
the river? What yellow eyes are those near the culvert? Jackrabbit? Skunk? Maybe coyote? Is
my brother crying now, too? I don’t know, I don’t know—I can see some way into the dark, but no
farther.What I remember is a dry-eyed priest in a black smock holding my crying mother. Did we
go then into another room? Or was my father wheeled in to us? I don’t know, I don’t remember,
but anyway here he is—my father, still and cool, on a metal table. The priest bends over him, thin
lips moving in prayer. Some part of me wants to say the priest dips his two fingers in a squat,
wide-mouthed glass bottle and traces a cross of oil on my father’s forehead. Some part of me
wants to say, in the fluorescent hospital lights, I can see the oil shine.What I remember is my
mother touching my father, her hands all over his chemical-yellow body: his stick arms and
bloated face, his bald head and sunken chest. What I remember is the lot of us crying, even my
grandfather. What I remember is it is all too much.We leave. Or maybe my father is taken away.
But somehow we are no longer where my father is, or where his body is, and we are collapsed
into plastic hospital chairs. We are still weeping, though more quietly now, our hands useless
and strange as wings in this too-bright room. We are there a few minutes or a few hours. I don’t



know. But whether he was wheeled away or was always in some other room, after those minutes
or hours everyone gets up to see him one more time—even my little brother, whose sodden
breath sounds now like small, sad bells—and I don’t stand up, I don’t rise from my chair to go
with them. I don’t go to see my father. Everyone else goes. I don’t. I am sad and afraid, and they
leave me this way.Am I alone then? I seem to be alone, I see myself alone. Do they really leave
me in that anonymous hospital room? Does the priest stay with me? Or one of the thin, busy
nurses? I don’t remember.There is so much I do not remember.And part of me wants to say,
what of it? What does it mean, anyway, to remember? If a coyote clacks its yellow teeth in the
night, if a cross of oil breaks and scatters the light, if I am alone or not alone—what does it
matter? The light broke one way or another. That coyote must be dust. My father is in Montana
still and is dust. And me? I am no longer that sad, roundheaded boy. No longer, if I ever was,
scared and alone. Though I did not rise to see my father, I tell myself it does not matter.Or do I,
like a boy, pretend?It goes like this: My wife and I are on our way home from visiting friends in
Chicago. It is evening, our headlights beating back the dark along this flat, straight, Midwestern
freeway. And I am resting in the passenger seat, my forehead on the cool window glass. Just out
of Moline, I see beyond the fence line the quick blink and turn of yellow eyes—and like that I am
a small boat drifting back on a muddy, snowmelt river of years; like that I am a brokenhearted,
fatherless boy in the lonely-making distances of the interior; like that I want more than anything
to rise and look again on my father. We leave and never leave. We grow up and never grow up.
We grieve and grieve and grieve.But sometimes, we remember, too, we turn and face that grief.
Remembering is the opposite of pretending, it is the beginning of telling the truth to yourself
about yourself. Yet I know—why did my grandfather, gentle cowboy that he was, have his hat on
inside? Why the anointing then, when my father was already hours dead?—memory is never
enough. Memory spins and skitters, winks in the dark. Like an oil slick, memory fails and
rainbows the light. It is in the currents of story that the boy begins to understand. That the boy
becomes a man. Becomes a better man. In story we learn to live like human beings in the dark
houses of our bodies. For beyond anything we can do, we are alone in there. And we rightly spite
that lonesome darkness. We reach out with what it is we have, fumble for the hand of the other—
mother, brother, sister, lover, son—give to them our heart, our story.There is one last thing I
remember: My grandfather takes me in his hard arms. He pulls me up and out of my wool
blankets and patch quilt. He sets me, gently, on the edge of the old army bunk I share with my
brother. He tells me I must get dressed, but I am sleepy and do not want to wake and get
dressed. I try to lie down and curl again beneath the covers. My grandfather does not shake or
reprimand me. He simply takes me again in his arms. Your father needs you, he says. You need
to go to your father.I.I want to believe that if I get the story right we will rise . . .—NICK
FLYNNLAKE WATERTHE STORY GOES that it was the heat of August, that on a whim they’d
packed their fishing gear and filled the cooler and drove north all day to meet my father’s friend
Jack Peters at Current Lake, a deep pool of the Missouri shadowed by the Little Rocky
Mountains.The whole place was crawling with rattlesnakes. Snakes sliding through the tall



grass, snakes curled in the outhouse, snakes draped like question marks across the rocks. My
mother walked everywhere with a long, stout stick to sling them off the footpath. My father
carried a shovel and with it sliced the heads and rattles from those that twisted too near their
tents. Jack Peters piled the dead snakes away from camp, for the flies, and to keep from scaring
my five-year-old sister.Despite the snakes, they caught a mess of trout that weekend, and swam
in the afternoons, and drank a cooler of Rainier. They told stories late into the night, let the red-
running embers of a pine fire play across their faces. They had a good time. And my mother tells
me this was when I was conceived: this happy time, on a lake of clear water near the blue-black
spines of mountains. She tells me they had long hoped for another child, a son, and she tells
me, too, about the snakes.But why? Why color the story with snakes? Why not simply say
mountain, say hope, lake, pine fire?I think it is because it makes the story better. More
memorable, for sure. And truer, as well. To tell the story without snakes would be dishonest.
Snakes complicate and foreshadow, shift like a crawling wind, hide in plain sight. And the high
plains of Montana are thick with them: black and green water snakes ripple through irrigation
ditches; sandy-scaled bull snakes, as big around as a fat man’s arm, curl and doze on gravel
roads; rattlesnakes shake their jangly tails off in the pear cactus and sagebrush.My mother tells
me the story of my origin—which, like all our stories, is shadowed, mythic, and particular—and
so in her gladness and her grief she is obliged to speak of snakes.My mother tells me the story
of an August trip into the mountains. Of trout fried crisp in bacon grease. Of rattlers swimming
down the rocks. It had been a long summer of chaff and dust and tractor grease. The lake water
hurt their hands it was so cold.SLOW BREATHSOMETIMES IT IS okay, in the half-dark of an
early midsummer morning, to climb out of bed, to leave your little brother slack-jawed and small
and tangled in wool blankets, to pad quietly in white-footed pajamas down the hallway, through
the bathroom’s all-night odors of hard water and drying towels, and on into your parents’ room.It
is breezy and cold, for they leave the window open at night, to breathe the good prairie air, and
the floor is not carpeted but plain wood, the wallpaper peeling here and there. On your mother’s
dresser there are a few framed snapshots and a crucifix and maybe some bright necklaces and
rings, a blouse or two. On your father’s chest of drawers there is nothing save his watch and
jackknife, his cracked snakeskin wallet. Yesterday’s work jeans are draped across the foot of the
bed, an old brown belt still strung through the loops. And the two of them: They are mountains of
cream sheets, of musky warmth, slow breath, slow breath, slow breath.You crawl—quietly, so
very quietly—up onto the bed between them. Without a word, they make room for you, and you
slide beneath their scratchy sheets and pull the blankets up tight to your chin. Then you try to be
as still as can be, as quiet as the sky. You wait and wait, nearly holding your breath with stillness
—until slowly their bodies ease and their breaths slip and deepen, and you can relax, for they
are asleep once more.They need their sleep. They work hard. You know this. You understand
that to be a boy here in this bent-back, make-do world is to be a shadow, off to the side of things
and out of the way. Though here, for a sunrise span of minutes, you are the center of the
unfolding universe.Your father faces the wall, his broad back a sheer rising ridge, his white T-



shirt stretched thin from thick shoulder to thick shoulder. With the tips of your fingers you feel the
tight, black curls of his head, so unlike the dishwater mess you brush from your own eyes. Oh, it
is something to be this close to him, to touch him, to breathe with your big-shouldered father. You
breathe with him.But you are more like your mother, you think, turning your round head to look at
her soft, sleeping face. Not just your lank hair, but also the way she is facing you, not as a ridge
but as hills and sweeping fields. That’s how you feel, too, on the inside. You feel like plain old
hills, a dry swath of buffalo grass, like you can turn your back to nothing, must face
everything.You aren’t worried about this. Not yet, at least. Your father’s hair didn’t go dark and
curl until he was in the army. You’ve heard the story many times, how he blames a shampoo his
sister sent him from North Carolina. It’ll be that way for you, too. You’ll watch him. That’s what you
do: watch things, think about things. That’s how you’ll make your way through.On the ceiling—it
catches your eye, always—there is a pattern of cracks and twisting water damage. It looks like
some shovel-headed, bent-nosed man. You don’t like it, are scared of it, but the accident of that
grim face holds you. You can’t look away. You stare and stare, and the man stares back. You are
about to squirm, to make a noise and wake your mother or your father or both of them—when
the first morning meadowlark calls, and you can suddenly, thankfully look away.You crane your
neck to see out the window, to follow the bird’s clear song: gauzy curtains lift and fill, the green-
silver leaves of the plains cottonwood in the front yard tremble, ripple like water. And beyond, the
very sky comes alive—all blue and slate and brightening smolder.Here I am, you think. In this
bed between my strong father and my kind mother, in this good old house on the high plains of
Montana. Here I am, just this boy.RAILROADI LIKE TO think I remember trains.The Milwaukee
Road railroad ran just a quarter mile south of our place. If you stepped out the screen door and
stood on the cement steps, you could see the four-strand barbed-wire fence that marked our
property, then Highway 12, and then running parallel to the highway the weedy gravel berm of
the railroad. My grandfather often talked about riding the rails when he was looking for elevator
work across eastern Montana. When my mother went off to college in Washington State, she
took the Milwaukee Road the whole way. And whenever a train came rushing past, our old collie
sheepdog Sam used to howl and howl.The tracks were laid through our part of the country in
1908. Albert J. Earling was president of the Milwaukee Road then, and he wanted to get to the
Pacific quicker and cheaper than anyone else, so he was willing to take a risk: Rather than follow
a river valley through the cactus, sage, and bunchgrass prairies of Montana, as most of the
previous transcontinental railroad lines had done, he cut across country, from the Yellowstone
Valley at Forsyth over to the north bend of the Musselshell River. Earling ran seventy-five miles
of his railroad right through the driest, loneliest country in all Montana, a wide, windblown, light-
shot high plain bounded on the north by the Missouri, on the south and east by the Yellowstone,
and on the west by the Musselshell—yet the vast interior of this stretch of land is riverless. What
springs there are burble with water so alkaline it is nearly poison; the few creeks run with rain
and meltwater in the spring but quickly dry to dirt and gravel. They call this country the Big Dry,
after the Big Dry River to the north, which Meriwether Lewis called “the most extraordinary river



that I ever beheld. [I]t is as wide as the Missouri is at this place . . . and not containing a single
drop of running water.”Crow, Assiniboine, Gros Ventre, and other natives once followed great
herds of buffalo through the bunchgrass plains and badlands of the Big Dry, though all that came
to a gruesome end in the winter of 1883–84, when the last of tens of thousands of free-roaming
wild bison were on those very plains surrounded by commercial and government hunters and
were slaughtered. A few years later, another hard winter brought down most of the big cattle
barons; the stories have it that as the snow finally gave way in 1887, you could walk on the hides
and bones of dead cows for miles without ever touching ground.Then, for years, the Big Dry was
wisely passed over and left alone. By 1908 it was all that was left of the wide-open West. Then
came the Milwaukee Road. Then came passage of the Enlarged Homestead Act, designed to
populate the arid lands, which allowed would-be farmers to claim double the usual allotment in
the high plains and eastern Montana. Then came the hucksterism of rain following the plow, the
pseudoscience of Hardy W. Campbell’s Soil Culture Manual, a manifesto for dryland living that
claimed adherence to certain tillage techniques and the purchase of a patented Campbell
subsurface packer would make even a desert bloom. Then came a few discrepant seasons of
full creeks and tall grass. Then came thousands and thousands of homesteaders, all with
dreams of golden, heavy-headed wheat and a square half mile of Montana to call their own.But
then, of course, the rain quit falling, the creeks went dry—and the thin inch of living soil, held for
millennia by the lacy, spidery roots of bunchgrass but plowed to a fine powder now by those
hardworking homesteaders, blew away as so much dust. The populations of many eastern
Montana counties peaked around 1918. And have been falling off ever since.Those that stayed
were too stubborn or too poor to move on. And so as neighbors left for Yakima and Tacoma, they
opened up the fences. They scavenged old tractors and barn timber. They bought what
abandoned land they could and took cheap leases on federal land. They gouged out irrigation
ditches. They dug in, they scrounged, they made do. And it worked, for a time.Along with his
extended family and so many thousands of others, my great-grandfather came up from
Oklahoma in the 1908 homestead rush. But he was a gambler and bootlegger and didn’t leave a
lick of land, or anything else, for my grandfather. As a young man, then, my grandfather
cowboyed for wages. After he married, he took steady work managing grain elevators. Through it
all, he saved. In 1954, he bought nine square miles of ranchland on the Big Dry, near Willow
Creek, and some irrigated cropland along the Musselshell River, and then moved his family to
the north bend of the river, to Melstone, Montana, a railroad town Earling named on the spot for
a reporter in his entourage as he chugged on the completed railroad from water stop to water
stop across the Big Dry and up the Musselshell Valley.And even after the exodus of the 1920s,
even after the privation of the dirty ’30s, Melstone looked like a good bet. The grass on the Big
Dry was thin, but it was grass, and cattle need room to roam. Most years the river ran all through
August, which kept the county ditch full and the farmland green. To the south of the river were
the box canyons and jack pines of the Bull Mountains, where a truckload of good furnace coal
could be had for cheap. When my parents moved back to the Big Dry in ’73, the trains came



whistling by morning, noon, and night.I like to think I remember trains.Sam shivering on the step,
howling low and loud as the coal cars barrel down the tracks. But even for the way I can see
Sam’s black head thrown back, I’m almost sure I don’t remember. I think instead I remember my
grandfather’s stories and my mother’s stories, and the stories of the old men drinking coffee at
the Lazy JC Drug and Hardware Store. I think in the swirl of years those stories have slipped and
mixed with memory. To be honest, I don’t even think I remember the tracks, as I have heard how
the railroad company came by not long after the trains quit running in 1980, pulling up the rails
and ties for salvage—yet I can see them, in my mind’s eye, burnished and narrowing into the Bull
Mountains.For years after the tracks came up, folks scavenged the one thing the company left:
railroad spikes, the iron proof of that lost civilization. My brother and sister and I had a collection
in the log cabin, an old homesteader’s shack behind the house that we used as a playhouse,
and I had a number of the best ones, solid and not too rusty, in my room. With the trains gone,
Sam took to howling at the fat B-52s that boomed over us all hours of the day. They were on
bombing runs, pretending the abandoned distances of eastern Montana were some far Russian
plain. In only the span of one man’s lifetime—my grandfather was born in a sod shanty near
Billings in 1914 and was still riding the prairie for strays and fixing fence when the Berlin Wall
came down some seventy-five years later—the Big Dry and the lower Musselshell River country
had gone from dream to dream: I don’t remember passenger trains, I remember bombers:
immense and untouchable, gone in a thudding clap of thunder.We often walked the old railroad
bed, my sister collecting agates to run through her polisher, my brother and I chewing grass
stems and watching for spikes and bones, my mother telling us stories as we ambled east
toward Lee’s slough or west toward the messy stand of cottonwoods and willows along the
banks of the county ditch. When we were older, we were allowed to walk the tracks by ourselves
—maybe my sister taking us down to the slough to swim or my brother and I crouching through
the horseweeds between the tracks and the highway, pretending we were Custer’s Crow
scouts.Older yet, and I put my slingshot, a book, and a ham-and-butter sandwich in my
backpack and took off for Damon Lear’s house. Damon was my age and his folks owned the
place just to the west of us. Though the trip was only a couple of miles, it felt a mountain of time. I
loved those enormous afternoons, the stink of sage in the hot wind, the feeling of being on my
way. Even after Damon’s grandparents sold the place and his father had to go work for another
man, I walked the railroad bed. Sometimes I would find eagle feathers and old beer cans with
pop-tops. Sometimes I would find the body of a deer or house cat that had been hit on the
highway and with its last strength pulled itself into the bar ditch, a string of iridescent flies sipping
at its velvet nose, its slack mouth. Sometimes I sat right down in the ashy gravel.I had nowhere
to go.I watched the highway, tallied what traffic there was that day: farmer in a rattling Ford,
trucker barreling along, maybe a bright sports car or low-bellied sedan from who knows where. It
astonished me that this highway could still carry a body to Spokane or Seattle, Rapid City or
Minneapolis. It almost didn’t seem possible. I’m not sure I believed you could get from here to
there.Here, where they tore the tracks from beneath us, where the B-52s boomed and vanished



above us.TWO FRAGMENTS FROM MY GRANDFATHER’ S BODYCOYOTE BAITI TOUCH MY
grandfather’s hand, trace the seam of scar that runs his palm from wrist to pinky. The mark is
ragged, loud and white against his sun-dark skin. Beneath, the flesh is ridged and drawn, hard to
the touch. The cyanide shell, shot from a powdered coyote getter, practically tore his hand in
half.I have heard the story many times: He’s setting the coyote getter near a sheep kill along the
north bank of Willow Creek when it accidentally fires, and there’s blood and black poison all over
his hands and his boots, blood splashing in the dust, and his daughter, my mother, just a skinny
kid of thirteen, is screaming. He’s calm. He says, “Swede”—short for sweetheart, what he always
calls his only daughter—“just settle down and drive. Drive me on into town now, Swede.” She
listens, he lives, and I know my grandfather was lucky or strong. For though I am young, maybe
five or six, I have seen sheep drop with a bullet to the ear, the belly laid open, what was inside
laid out, and I know there is death somewhere back of this scar.My grandfather grins at me,
suddenly wraps his hand around my finger like a vise. His gray eyes, not stone but blue-silver,
like sage, light as he twists my arm up and around and behind my back. He says it’ll take more
than a bit of coyote bait to put this old boy under, and holds for a second longer—then lets go.I
rub my arm, careful to look down so he does not see my watery blue eyes. He’s always giving
me Indian burns, putting me in head locks, pinching the backs of my arms—always a little too
hard—but I love him anyway, love him because the barrel-chested fathers of my friends and the
old men drinking coffee at the Lazy JC and Donny Kicker who runs the sawmill across the
highway all look at me strangely. I talk more than a child should and have been put up in the
higher grades for math and reading at school, and both my father and my mother went to
college. But this one man, uneducated and burly as any of them, my grandfather—whose crib
was a boot box on a woodstove, who sat on the jug when his daddy ran whiskey, who’s broke a
thousand horses and been struck by lightning twice—does not care. He grins and tosses me
into the world of scars and bodies, the world of cyanide shells and sheep kills, the world of his
dark hands. There is the craggy bark of the cottonwood in front of the house, the soft brown shag
on the front room floor, and my grandfather’s hands, tough as worked leather.“Come on,
pardner,” he says, clapping me hard on the back. “Let’s go get some grub.”80 PROOFTHEY ARE
men in their prime—rifles slung across broad backs, grinning winks at wives and children,
antelope blood all over blue jeans. The men, my father and three of his college buddies, say my
brother and I, at six and eight, are too young for the hunt—“You’ll have to ride with your
grandfather.” I am indignant, sure that my successful summer of prairie dog hunting with the
old .22 caliber bolt-action Winchester qualifies me to ride with them, and I am stunned that my
grandfather, an expert tracker and the best rifle shot in the county behind Buster Knapp, stands
for what amounts to a day of babysitting. But, despite my protests, we three climb into Old Blue,
my grandfather’s flatbed Ford, and follow the men past Melstone and north up the Mosby Road
and out to my grandfather’s dryland ranch, out onto the snapping bunchgrass and sage of the
Big Dry.My grandfather drives slowly across the hills and plains of eastern Montana, across
these miles of prairie he calls his, and he tells us stories. Like the one about skinning squirrels for



stew in the dirty ’30s, or the coyote he once shot at nearly four hundred yards running. He drives
on and tells us that wild game is fine meat cooked on the stove with plenty of pepper, and even
better over a pine fire. With a flick of his wrist, he slips his glasses off his face so he can clearly
see the prairie. Since he was very young he has been farsighted, and now, somewhere in the
distance, he spots a buck antelope with a freak horn that swings back at the tip instead of
forward. He hands us the binoculars so we, his grandsons with the nearsightedness of their
bookish mother, can take a look. And sometime after lunch, as the sun swings to the west, he
says that he doesn’t have it in him anymore, that he’s done hunting, that he believes he’ll leave
off the killing.I half listen, angry and uncaring, hoping someone will soon rectify the injustice
done to me today. No one seems to notice. We follow the men as they fill their tags in turn, and
when night falls we follow them to the camp house, where my grandfather and father stay during
shearing or branding or whenever work won’t let them get back to the river. It is cold and inky
dark outside, clouds obscuring the stars, but the cabin is oven warm and lit with the smoky light
of oil lamps. My brother and I get a bottle of root beer apiece and are told to sit at the table, to
pet the barn cat, to watch out for the cracking heat of the wood stove. The men do not let my
grandfather sit with us. They crowd around him, call him “Mr. Maxwell.” They nearly trip over
themselves to tell him about the particulars of each of their kill shots. They roll him a cigarette.
They offer him a beer. He waves off both, saying, “I quit for the boys’ grandmother” and “I don’t
drink nothing if it ain’t eighty proof.” They all laugh, light up, and ask for stories.My grandfather
tilts his battered gray cowboy hat back on his bald head and tells them about skinning those
same squirrels for stew, and even before he finishes explaining the particulars of the old .22
caliber bolt-action Winchester he hunted with, my brother and I are asleep.Later, I half wake as
someone carries me out to the truck. The road home is dirt and gravel and rocks me in and out
of dreams. I hear my grandfather. I try hard to pull myself from sleep. I want to listen now. Again I
see the light in their eyes, the eyes of grown men, at his stories. As if they were asking a
blessing.But sleep pulls me back, and a soft light grows on the far prairie, and there are great
herds of antelope, and I am walking through them, touching their hard and ragged horns.OUT
WEST, PART ONEOUT ON THE Big Dry, we had to kill to live:Come October, we’d herd a
yearling lamb into the west pen, throw it some good flakes of alfalfa hay. It’d be grass-fat by then,
nearly tame—just chewing, and looking around, and chewing. My father, his black hair bright
and wild in the early winter light, would put the rifle barrel in its soft ear and pull the trigger. We
were nearly two hours away from the nearest city supermarket. And even if we were closer, we
couldn’t afford it. We ate lamb all winter—lamb chops and leg of lamb and lamb stew with
garden peas my mother canned. All kinds of lamb. We scooted our chairs up to the kitchen table,
and we said our grace, and we ate. We talked of the day, of the many days that brought us this
meal—lamb roast with potatoes and onions, slices of bread pan-fried in salt and lamb fat, a plate
of radishes and garden carrots—and the many days this root and grain and meat would give us.
Each day we celebrated three squares this very way, save Sunday, of course, when dinner
wasn’t until two or three in the afternoon, since pulling a fryer out of the freezer was always quite



a to-do.Butchering chickens, too, was an all-day affair, a late-summer festival of sorts, a kind of
prairie celebration. We put on our old jeans and stained snap shirts and ate a big breakfast of
hamburger steak, eggs, and potatoes. My mother and grandmother set up aluminum basins of
hot water for the plucking. My father and grandfather sharpened knives and hatchets. And when
everything was finally ready, they sent us children into the coop.A moment later, we scrambled
out slicked with shit and feathers, holding squawking hens to our heaving chests. We gave those
orange and brown and piebald hens over to my father or my grandfather, whoever happened to
be kneeling behind the pine stump that day, and one by one they stretched the hens out on the
stump and stroked their necks until they calmed and then brought the hatchet down hard. They
gave them back to us—still flapping and jerking, blood suddenly everywhere—by their bony
feet.There’d be a line of us, happy children holding headless chickens upside down, blood
running out and all over the dust.I REMEMBER my grandfather standing above me, his breath
steaming out of him. He was telling me to take my knife and cut the throat of the first antelope I
had ever shot. I was twelve years old and confused.Some hours ago and some four hundred
yards up the hill, I lay down in the scalloped dirt and wind-crusted snow and snugged the stock
of my .243 Winchester up to my right shoulder. Then, I waited. Maybe forty minutes, maybe an
hour, maybe two. Hard to tell. The sun was a white hole in the cold, blue sky. The wind bit at the
wet of my eyes. I could feel the land pressing up against me, as if buoying me against the wind
and the sky.I scanned the bright flats before me. Before he limped away, my grandfather had told
me he thought a herd of antelope might have bedded down north of here; he thought he might
get upwind of them and push them my way. And, indeed, from the sage and shadow of the
coulee, an antelope stepped, then another, then two and three, and some dozen or more. On
willow-thin limbs they stepped slowly, munching at the yellow tufts of grass ridging the snow. A
buck stopped and turned.There. Right there, back of his foreleg, that was the small pocket
where I would put a bullet to still his heart. I let the crosshairs drift over him. I breathed and
squeezed the trigger. The explosion was terrific. I didn’t see the buck fall, wasn’t even sure I hit
him, but the herd bolted, and I scrambled up anyway and slid the rifle’s safety on and ran, my
breath coming hard and cold.And now I was kneeling. I had no idea it would be like this.This
thing laid out on the snow before me—as if leaping, as if in a last memory of leaping—was so
fine and beautiful. It’s true that my shot was beautiful too—nearly four hundred yards and clean
through the heart—and between these two beauties it seemed like it all ought to be over, it
seemed like I should be done; I was looking to my grandfather for help, for release from this duty
—but he shook his head. The hunt is about the hunt, but even more than that it is about
sustenance, about the life this antelope took from the land, the life we would take from this
antelope. I turned back to the buck, took up my eight-inch bone-handled knife—a Christmas gift
from the year before—and eased the bright blade through the skin of the buck’s neck and the
hollow beneath.There is so much blood in a thing.After I gutted him and packed him up the ridge
and loaded him into the bed of the pickup, I stood in the clear, cold light of morning, marveling at
my blood-crusted jeans, my still blood-wet hands. All winter, I knew, we’d eat breakfasts of



antelope steak and fried eggs, earthy-tasting antelope sausage mixed into cream gravy and
poured over toast come dinner. My father was years dead by then, and my mother came home
from work each day tired in the dark. This blood, I thought, will get us through.My grandfather
broke my reverie. He took me by the shoulders, told me I had done a good, hard thing and done
it well. And he told me to be careful that it always remained a hard thing to do. “Easy isn’t any
good,” he said. “If it ever gets easy, quit.”
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John Bridges, “A Treasure To Read. The strength of this book for me is the style of the writing. It
is very fluid and poetic - very easy and enjoyable to read.I was a bit surprised by two things. 1)
Joe tells us surprisingly little about his siblings. 2) He doesn't ever really own up to the fact that
for a time, he really made his family's life, mainly his mother's, more difficult with the choices and
poor decisions he seemed to often make while growing up,”

Russell Rowland, “Powerful, lyrical writing. Much of what I loved about The Mountain and the
Fathers had to do with my shared experience with Joe Wilkins. I grew up just a few miles up the
road from where most of this story takes place. But there's way more to Wilkins' writing than that.
Wilkins explores the sense of isolation and not fitting in as well as any writer I've read since
Richard Ford. The knowledge that there's more to the world but that he's not in a position to
explore it pervades the early pages of this book and gives it a sense of desperation that I know
so well. And it makes the reader root for a better future for our narrator. I can't imagine any better
accomplishment than that for a memoir. But on top of that, the poet in Wilkins brings a lyrical
quality to the prose that is sometimes stunning. This is an amazing book.”

Whatever, “A FORK IN THE ROAD. Gems like this are rare indeed, really glad I found it. The
book is a quick read, short chapters, perfect quality over excessive quantity. Every word of every
sentence takes a huge role in forming the wings that lifts this story into the stratosphere. If you
love creative writing this book transcends and delivers, only problem is it'll most likely make the
next book you read feel anemic. PS: If you goggle the Author's home town, it really help this city
slicker to visualize life iin Big Sky country.”

Nate R., “Best memoir I've read in a long time. I've never been to the Big Dry in Montana, but
Wilkins does a great job of evoking it--a hard land, and a challenging place for kids who haven't
yet hardened. Wilkins is at his best when he explores divides--between generations, between
poor and poorer, between the "soft" world of school/education (not to mention poetry) and the
rugged and gritty landscape. And he's at his best a lot. The language here is infused with a kind
of beautiful melancholy. This isn't just another memoir of the West, however--that's been done
before. What most impresses me is Wilkins' ability to pull the reader back into childhood, into
the physical and emotional growing pains and pangs of coming of age. Parts of this book
reminded me of those wonderful childhood scenes from Terrence Malick's The Tree of Life--by
turns befuddled and amazed by the confounding world of adults, with the camera perpetually
looking up (at fathers, mothers, grandfathers, brothers, those cagey friends who've tasted the
apple--or at least boast that they have--before you even knew the apple was there). And
hurtling, terrified, toward the future, or as Housman puts it, in what would serve as a fitting
epigraph for this book, "I, a stranger and afraid/in a World I never made."  Highly recommended.”



Jason Gray, “A Brilliant Big Sky Memoir!. This book tells the truth, unvarnished, swept raw by
fierce prairie winds, and battered by hail storms. Joe Wilkins has laid his soul bare, but not
barren - he has uncorked a pent-up emotional bottle to beat back the drought, to bring some
clarity to remembered pieces of his unique upbringing.As a native Montanan, I visited the Jersey
Lily many years ago, and it has so much more meaning to me now that I've read this remarkable
memoir. My Montana, though truth for me, is so different from Joe Wilkins' experience; but I
suppose that's the terrific beauty of our native state - it can encompass all these truths, all the
mothers and fathers and grandfathers, the mythic stoicism of the self-reliant farmer and rancher,
the homesteaders of our past and present. I will always love Montana, and more so, somehow,
after reading this brilliant book. Thank you.”

K Garfin, “A Beautiful Memoir. Wilkins was born and raised on a ranch in the area of eastern
Montana known as the Big Dry. His father and grandfather work hard to make a living off this
unforgiving yet starkly beautiful land, but when Wilkins is nine years old, his father dies of
cancer. The sparse memories of his father contrast with the vivid portraits of the many men in
Wilkins' hometown who in various small (or in the case of his grandfather, big) ways teach him
what it means to be a man and ultimately help him escape from a life he was not meant to live.
The character of his mother and the story of his parents' courtship and love also loom large.
Wilkins tells his story with poetry and heart. This is a book about growing up with loss and
discovery, loneliness and love, and how stories can sustain us all as we make our way through
the world.  I highly recommend this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I can't keep this book on my shelf.. I am a high school English teacher,
and I have purchased at least ten copies of this book. Students "borrow" the book, and often the
book doesn't quite make it back. In this case, the book is passed along to others. Anyone who
starts reading this book can't put it down.”

The book by Joe Wilkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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